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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Cabezon Group Develops & Delivers Customized Public Information
Officer (PIO) Training Workshop for FEMA
Cabezon Group recently developed and conducted a Public Information Officer (PIO) Training
Workshop for leadership and key regional representatives of the FEMA Technological Hazards
Division’s (THD) Radiological Emergency Preparedness (REP) Program. Cabezon Group’s nationally
recognized trainers, qualified to teach at the FEMA/EMI “Master PIO” level, developed the training,
focusing on the uniqueness and criticality of the REP mission as it relates to public information. The
PIO workshop included dynamic, interactive group and individual activities as well as the most
current audio-visual support materials culminating in a scenario simulation dealing with the challenges
of disseminating coordinated and accurate information during an incident. Positive response
and feedback from all participants indicated that the workshop's unique mission-specific design was
well-received and provided valuable information in support of REP Team training both now and in the
future.
“This is yet another example of Cabezon Group’s newly enhanced capability to provide comprehensive
Emergency Management and Homeland Security solutions to our clients at all levels of Government
and Industry” said Mike Duignan, Cabezon Group’s Chief Operating Officer.
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PRESS RELEASE
About Cabezon Group
Cabezon Group (www.cabezon.com) is professional services firm based in the Washington, DC,
metropolitan area, and has been solving complex and mission critical challenges for the U.S.
government for the last 10 years, with a particular concentration in Homeland Security and Emergency
Preparedness and Response for federal departments and agencies such as the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS). Cabezon Group is presently at the forefront of developing UAS
technologies, processes, and training protocols for a wide diversity of client mission requirements.
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